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ABSTRACT 

 
Machine learning techniques have been mostly applied in gene expression cancer data.  Socio-demographic data 

available in cancer registries could be explored, to get further insight into relationships between cancer types and 

their contributing factors. Moreover, less attention has been paid to analyse the mixed demographic data (numeric 

and categorical) from cancer registries and its association to the cancer types. The aim of this study is to identify 

subgroups of patients, having similar demographics characteristics, from the population based cancer registry in 

Brunei Darussalam and examine the prevalent cancer types in these subgroups. Four clustering algorithms are 

explored in the cluster analysis of Brunei Darussalam Cancer Registry; Two-step, Partitional Around Medoid, 

Agglomerative Hierarchical and Model-based. Gower distance was used for measuring similarity for mixed data 

types. To evaluate the clusters found; cluster distribution and Silhouette index were used for cluster quality, 

Cohen's Kappa Index for cluster stability and Cramer's V Coefficient for clinical relevance of clusters. Six distinct  

demographic subgroups were consistently found by three algorithms while model-based clustering solution were 

not considered for deeper analysis as highly imbalanced clusters were produced. The subgroups found have good 

quality clusters, moderate association with cancer types and high stability. The top three prevalent cancers 

associated with these subgroups were consistently identified using the three algorithms. Upon comparing the 

subgroups’ ages during diagnosis, we identify possible screening behaviours of specific subgroups, suggesting for 

early screening awareness programmes. This study demonstrates the use of cluster analysis in a cancer registry to 

identify demographic subgroups that could suggest potential areas to develop targeted and improved healthcare 

management strategies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Cancer is the leading cause of death, with 19.3 million new cases and 10.0 million deaths 

worldwide in 2020 (Sung et. al., 2021). Cancer accounts for approximately 13% of worldwide 

morbidities and mortalities with a 70% expected increase in the next two decades (Forman et. 

al., 2014). The worldwide cancer cases totalled up to 17.5 million and death cases of up to 8.7 

million in 2015, with cases increased by 33% between 2005 and 2015  (Fitzmaurice et. al., 

2017).  Early detection and diagnosis of cancer is of great importance to facilitate appropriate 

clinical management and help increase survival rates. To support early detection and diagnosis, 

Machine Learning (ML) have been employed for tumor classification and cancer patients' 

prognosis, identifying critical features from complex datasets and predicting patient’s survival 

time with good accuracy (Kourou et. al., 2015; Yu et. al., 2016; Hu et. al., 2021). Further, a 

better cancer control plan can be designed using ML as a decision support tool. 

One common ML technique is the clustering of cancer data (e.g. gene expressions) for 

exploratory analysis (de Souto et. al., 2008). Clustering similar cases is useful for identifying 

underlying meaningful patterns in a dataset (Rokach and Maimon, 2005; Newcomer et. al., 

2010; Khalil et. al., 2021). The similarities between cases are measured by their attributes 

values. These algorithms are mainly categorised into hierarchical, partitioning and model-
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based (Rokach and Maimon, 2005). The choice of a suitable algorithm and 

similarity/dissimilarity metric depends on the nature of the dataset. Clustering have been 

largely applied on cancer datasets for the discovery of cancer subtypes, breast cancer diagnosis 

and lung cancer stage identification (de Souto et. al., 2008; Garibaldi et. al., 2010; Dubey et. 

al., 2016; Demir and Karci, 2015; Ahmad, 2016; Kageyama et. al., 2021). A large-scale 

analysis of seven clustering approaches showed finite mixture of Gaussians and k-means 

clustering techniques for identifying the true structure in different cancer gene expression 

datasets (de Souto et. al., 2008). A consensus-based clustering methodology was applied to 

identify breast cancer subgroups using protein biomarkers (Garibaldi et. al., 2010). Recently, 

new algorithms (e.g. Firefly with golden ratio, foggy k-means) were used to improve clustering 

performance of cancer data (Demir and Karci, 2015; Yadav et. al., 2013). For clustering 

categorical data in breast cancer, a probabilistic distance measure was adopted (Ahmad, 2016). 

However, most studies used biomarker or gene expression cancer data for clustering analysis. 

To get insight into the relationships between cancer types and other factors, socio-demographic 

data available in cancer registries could be explored. ML have been useful in identifying cancer 

mortality patterns, and in predicting cancer survival and prevalence of other NCDs using the 

population’s socio-demographic characteristics (Malo et. al., 2007, Khalil et. al., 2021). 

Moreover, less attention has been paid to analyse mixed demographic data (numeric and 

categorical) from cancer registries and its relevance to cancer diagnosis (Malo et. al., 2007). 

The use of socio-demographic variables in screening programs is already recognised as 

an area for good medical practice. ML cluster analysis provides for the ability to further refine 

such screening and diagnostic tools and algorithms based on socio-demographic variables and 

can also include geography. It allows for the establishment of such algorithms for less common 

cancers. Reliability and positive predictive value of such algorithms are improved as this can 

be based on real time data.  

The aim of this study is to identify subgroups of patients, having similar demographics 

characteristics, from population-based Brunei Darussalam Cancer Registry (BDCR) and 

examine the prevalent cancers in these subgroups. Brunei Darussalam has an estimated 

population of 411,900 (2014 estimate) with racial groups Malays (65.8%), Chinese (10.2%) 

and others (24.0%). Her 2019 HDI is 0.838 - in the very high human development category - 

ranked 47 out of 189 (United Nations Development Programme, 2020). In Brunei, cancer is 

the leading cause of death, responsible for about 19% of total mortalities (Ministry of Health, 

Brunei, 2017).  Brunei has relatively higher breast, lung, cervical and cancer rates as compared 

to other ASEAN countries (Kimman et. al., 2012); Lee et. al., 2012). In this study, we explored 

four clustering techniques; hierarchical, partitioning around medoids (PAM), model-based and 

two-step method with various similarity metrics and used a few cluster validity indices to 

evaluate cluster quality. The clusters found are evaluated based on stability and 

meaningfulness. Although cancer incidence in Brunei has been studied, the application of ML 

on BDCR has not previously been conducted. By identifying subgroups of cancer patients 

based on their demographic profiles, we hope to determine if there are unique cancer types 

prevalent in these subgroups. In doing so, these applications can provide supporting evidence 

to clinicians that may suggest potential improvement areas in healthcare management. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

FIGURE 1 shows the steps performed for clustering analysis of the cancer registry dataset. 
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FIGURE 1. Steps for Clustering Analysis of Cancer Registry Dataset 
 

 

DATASET AND DATA PRE-PROCESSING 

 

The BDCR contained 6327 patients’ records (citizens and permanent residents) in Brunei with 

cancer incidence from year 2002 to 2016, after pre-processing. There were 5 parameters (4 

demographic and 1 clinical) stored for each patient in the cancer registry. The clinical 

parameter is the ICD-10 code, International Codes of Disease type of cancer diagnosed.  

Records having one or more missing/unknown values or outliers were removed. The 

frequency distributions of values for each nominal parameter were computed and examined to 

identify any discrepancy or errors in the data, which will be corrected manually or removed. 

Table 1 shows the demographics data used and the characteristics of then study cohort. The top 

10 cancers in Brunei, in order of incidence are Breast (C50), Colorectum (C18-21), Lung, 

bronchus & trachea (C33-34), Cervix (C53), Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (C82-85, 96), Prostate 

(C61), Skin (C44), Ovary (C56), Stomach (C16), Liver (C22). To see the cancer types and their 

respective ICD-10 codes used in this study and number of cases based on cancer types and 

district, please refer to supplementary materials. 

 
TABLE 1. Demographic Parameters Selected for Pre-processing and study cohort description 

 

Demographic 

Parameter 
Data Type Values No. of cases 

Age of diagnosis Numeric (in years) 6327 

Ethnicity Nominal 

Malay 

Chinese 

Others 

5101 (80.6%) 

1048 (16.6) 

178 (2.8%) 

Location (District) Nominal 

Muara 

Tutong 

Belait 

Temburong 

4187(66.2%) 

906 (14.3%) 

1045 (16.5%) 

189 (3.0%) 

Gender Nominal 
Male 

Female 

2752 (43.5%) 

3571 (56.5) 

 
 

CLUSTERING 

 
HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 

 
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering (HC) identifies cases with high similarity. Initially, 

each case belongs to its own clusters. Similarity is represented using linkages and distance 
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measure. The two most similar clusters are combined to create a new cluster, replacing the two 

clusters. This process is repeated until one cluster is obtained. A cutoff point based on the 

chosen number of clusters is selected to obtain the cluster assignments of patients (cluster 

solution). HC is available in the R cluster package using agnes function (Maechler et. al., 2012) 

with flexible-beta agglomeration (Belbin et. al., 1992). The flexible-beta approach provides 

more details in cluster agglomeration using Lance-Williams dissimilarity (Lance and Williams, 

1967). HC with flexible-beta was effective in finding clinically useful groups in health 

administration data (Cornell et. al., 2009). Instead of using Jaccard’s coefficient as dissimilarity 

measure on binary data, we used Gower’s measure on mixed data. Various linkages for 

updating similarity matrix of merged clusters were explored; Single, Complete, Average and 

Ward.D2 (Murtagh and Legendre, 2014), specified in hclust function. HC was applied to 

identify obesity subgroups in health and nutritional status survey data. 

 
TWOSTEP CLUSTERING 

 
TwoStep clustering (TSC) algorithm, found in BIRCH [25], is useful for analysing large 

datasets with both continuous and categorical data types. Clustering is performed in two-stages. 

First, the records are scanned sequentially and based on the distance criterion (Euclidian or log-

likelihood), the current record is either merged with the previously formed clusters or created 

as a new cluster, using a modified cluster feature (CF) tree data structure [25] that handle both 

continuous and categorical data [26]. In stage two, HC is performed to generate the desired 

number of clusters using the subgroups formed from stage one. The number of clusters can be 

manually or automatically assigned in SPSS. The latter method initially calculates Schwarz’s 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) of a specified 

range of cluster numbers, out of which, the most suitable number is determined. 

 
MODEL-BASED CLUSTERING WITH BIC EVALUATION 

 

Model-based clustering (MC) finds clusters of specific Gaussian finite mixture models in terms 

of cluster shapes and volumes (Fraley and Raftery, 2002). Using Expected-Maximisation (EM) 

algorithm initialised by HC, the model parameters are estimated. These models are then 

evaluated using BIC where the chosen model has the most favourable BIC score. The Mclust 

function from mclust R package (Fraley et. al., 2012) is used. Model-based clustering 

algorithms have been applied to evaluate uterine endometrioid carcinoma grade (Kageyama et. 

al., 2021). 

 

PARTITIONING AROUND MEDOIDS 

 
The Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM, also known as k-medoids) (Kaufman and 

Rousseeuw, 1987) works like k-means to minimize distances of (data) points belonging to the 

same cluster. Instead of regarding cluster average as cluster centre, PAM chooses the nearest 

point (to the cluster average) as its cluster centre. With continuous and categorical input data, 

PAM with Gower distance is chosen to find good representatives (cluster centres) that retain 

the structure for such data types. PAM is available in R (R Development Core Team, 2016) 

cluster package (Maechler et. al., 2012). 

 

GOWER DISTANCE MEASURE 

 

Gower distance measure (Gower, 1967) represents similarity of categorical data in the form of 

category matching, while maintaining similarity representation of continuous data in terms of 

geometric distance. BDCR contains both continuous and categorical data. For this reason, the 
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Gower distance measure is most appropriate. Euclidean and Manhattan distances would 

inaccurately represent similarities between categorical data as geometric distances, thus 

excluded in this study. Gower's distance measure dij compares two cases i and j, and is defined 

as follows: 

𝑑𝑖𝑗 =  
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑘

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑘
 

 

where dijk denotes the similarity value of kth variable, and wijk is either 1 or 0 depending if 

differential variable weights are specified as kth variable’s weight or 0 if the comparison is 

invalid. For categorical data, dijk = 1 if two cases i and j agree at kth variable and dijk = 0 if 

otherwise. For quantitative data, 

𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1 −  
|𝑥𝑖𝑘 − 𝑥𝑗𝑘|

𝑟𝑘
  

where rk is the value range of kth variable. For continuous variables dijk ranges between 1, for 

identical values xik = xjk, and 0, for the extreme values xmax - xmin
. 

For TSC, the Gower distance is an option in SPSS while for PAM and HC, the daisy method 

is available in R package, cluster (Maechler et. al., 2012). The daisy method takes data matrix 

as input and Gower measure is specified as parameter. 

 

CLUSTER EVALUATION 

 

The following techniques were used to evaluate the clustering solutions: 

 

1. Cramer’s V coefficient to measure association between cluster solution with cancer 

types;  

2. Silhouette Index to measure cluster quality  

3. Cluster distribution to determine cluster size balance  

4. Cluster stability across different clustering algorithms (reproducibility) using Cohen's 

Kappa Index (κ)  

5. Variability in cluster characteristics (distinctiveness) via cluster mode for nominal 

parameters  

 

The Cramer's V coefficient (CV) is calculated using the clustering solution and the 

cancer types (based on World Health Organization (1992)’s ICD-10 codes) as inputs, both are 

nominal. A coefficient of near 0 indicates no or little association between the clusters found 

and type of cancer while a coefficient of near 1 indicates high association. The assocstats 

method in vcd package (Meyer et. al., 2020) is used to calculate CV, taking a contingency table 

as input, prepared using xtabs in R. 

The Silhouette Index (SI) determines how well cases assigned to its clusters fit by 

comparing how similar the case is to cases in its own cluster and how similar to cases outside 

its clusters (Rousseeuw, 1987). An SI value range between -1 and 1 where SI value of near 1 

indicate the data is well-clustered while near 0 indicate poor structure. 

The Kappa method in vcd package calculates agreement levels between two clustering 

solutions, based on Cohen's Kappa Index (κ). A near one value indicates high agreement while 

near zero indicates otherwise.  We use clusters’ mode to study the specific demographic 

characteristics of the subgroups. With consideration of cluster association, distribution, quality 

and stability, cluster solutions containing subgroups with distinct (high variability) 

demographic characteristics are favoured. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
TABLE 1. Cramer's V association scores (CV) and respective p-value (likelihood ratio), Silhouette Index (SI), and cluster 

distribution of clustering solutions 

Algo k Cluster Evaluation Cluster Distribution 

  CV p SI 1 2 3 4 5 

TSC 5 0.256 * 0.506 1488 766 1226 796 2051 

TSC 4 0.291 * 0.501 1488 1562 1226 2051 - 

TSC 3 0.124 * 0.235 3539 1562 1226 - - 

PAM 5 0.319 * 0.599 1974 2275 416 880 782 

PAM 4 0.363 * 0.529 1974 2657 914 782 - 

PAM 3 0.435 * 0.305 2756 2657 914 - - 

HC 5 0.318 * 0.632 1488 2051 1268 659 861 

HC 4 0.361 * 0.583 1488 2051 1268 1520 - 

HC 3 0.433 * 0.344 2756 2051 1520 - - 

MC 5 0.170 * 0.243 299 509 4867 240 412 

MC 4 0.305 * 0.250 615 611 328 4773 - 

MC 3 0.194 * 0.212 766 547 5014 - - 

* <0.0001 

 

Table 2 shows the association score, SI and cluster distribution of clusters found by 

TSC, PAM, HC (with Ward.D2) and MC for 3 to 5 clusters. Table 3TABLE 2 shows the 

agreements between solutions from the algorithms for 4 and 5 clusters. Table 4 shows 

demographic characteristics of the 5 clusters found using TSC, PAM and HC. 

 

CLUSTER EVALUATION USING CRAMER'S V AND SILHOUETTE INDEX 

 

From Table 2, we observed that cluster solutions found using TSC, PAM and HC with 4 and 5 

clusters have a CV value of above 0.25, including MC solution with 4 clusters. This indicates 

medium association (McHugh, 2012) between subgroups and cancer types. SI value of above 

0.5 were obtained from TSC, PAM and HC solutions with 4 and 5 cluster, which strongly 

indicates a cluster structure exists in the data, whereas those with SI value of below 0.5 

indicates poor hidden cluster structure. Based on the CV and SI values, solutions with 4 or 5 

clusters are more favourable consistently in TSC, PAM and HC solutions. 

 

CLUSTER DISTRIBUTION 

 

On close examination of cluster distribution (see Table 2) and characteristics (see Table 4), 

TSC, PAM and HC clusters are found to be balanced and have distinct demographic 

characteristics. MC clusters are mostly dominated by one cluster with 4000 over patients, 

rendering them not useful for elucidating demographic profiles. Thus, we chose clusters found 

by TSC, PAM and HC for further analysis as they agree with other more and are balanced as 

compared to MC clusters. 

 

CLUSTER STABILITY 

 

Moderately high (substantial) agreement values (Landis and Koch, 1977) between clustering 

solutions are found with of above 0.6 (see Table 3) for TSC, PAM and HC, particularly for 

solutions with 5 clusters. This strongly indicates good cluster stability. MC solutions were 

found to have low agreement levels of below 0.3. Good cluster stability across solutions found 

by different clustering algorithms demonstrate confidence in the clusters found. 
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TABLE 2 Cohen's Kappa coefficient (κ) to measure agreement between TSC, PAM and HC solutions with 5 clusters and in 

brackets, 4 clusters. 
 TSC PAM HC 

 Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted 

PAM 0.637 0.672 - - - - 

 (0.573) (0.618) - - - - 

HC 0.728 0.775 0.802 0.796 - - 

 (0.697) (0.812) (0.764) (0.716) - - 

MC 0.170 0.264 0.199 0.210 0.209 0.220 

 (0.016) (-0.002) (0.095) (0.095) (0.074) (0.074) 

 
MC SOLUTIONS 

 

While MC solution with 4 clusters produced CV of 0.305, the clusters’ distributions are highly 

imbalance with the largest cluster containing 4773 patients while the smallest 328 patients. 

This was found in all MC clusters with 3 to 5 clusters. MC clusters have lower SI values when 

comparing with other algorithms. Furthermore, MC solutions were not reproducible by PAM, 

HC and TSC with κ of below 0.3, as observed on Table 3. For these reasons, MC clusters were 

not further analysed. The low values found CV, SI and κ measures indicate low association 

with cancer types, and low agreement with other solutions and these measures do not 

demonstrate high confidence in the found clusters, meaning the clusters found by MC were not 

supported by other clustering algorithms. 

 
TABLE 3. Demographic Subgroup Found Through Cluster Analysis 

 

Clus 
Consistent 

Demo Charac 

Clus 

Algo 
N 

% of Total 

Cohort 

Median Age 

(IQR) 

Anchoring Demo 

Characteristics in 

Cluster(%) 

Most Prevalent 

Cancers in Cluster(%) 

      Muara (100), Breast(24.3), 

  TSC 2051 32.4 52(41,63) Malay (100), Cervix(11.2), 

      Female (100) Colorectum(9.9) 

 Muara     Muara(90.2), Breast(24.7), 

1 Malay PAM 2275 36.0 51(41,62) Malay(100), Cervix(11.0), 

 Female     Female(100) Colorectum(9.5) 

      Muara (100), Breast (24.3), 

  HC 2051 32.4 52(41,63) Malay (100), Cervix (11.2), 

      Female (100) Colorectum (9.9) 

      Muara (100), Colorectum (17.5), 

  TSC 1488 23.5 61(48,72) Malay (100), Lung (15.1), 

      Male (100) Prostate (10.3) 

 Muara     Muara (90.4), Colorectum (17.6), 

2 Malay PAM 1974 31.2 60(47,71) Malay (84.0), Lung (14.4), 

 Male     Male (100) Prostate (9.4) 

      Muara (100), Colorectum (17.5), 

  HC 1488 32.5 61(48,72) Malay (100), Lung (15.1), 

      Male (100) Prostate (10.3) 

      Muara (52.9), Breast (16.5), 

  TSC 1226 19.4 60(50,73) Chinese (85.5), Colorectum (15.7), 

      Female (53.8) Lung (11.7) 

 Muara     Muara (84.4), Breast (33.2), 

3 Chinese PAM 416 6.6 55(47,69) Chinese (89.9), Cervix (12.7), 

 Female     Female (100) Colorectum (11.1) 

      Muara (53.3), Breast (30.5), 

  HC 659 10.4 56(48,69) Chinese (86.8), Colorectum (12.3), 

      Female (100) Cervix (12.3) 

      Belait (80.7), Breast(13.3), 

 Belait TSC 766 12.1 56(45,68) Malay (100), Lung(11.9), 
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4 Malay     Female (55.7) Colorectum(11.7) 

 Female     Belait(64.5), Breast (21.9), 

  PAM 880 13.9 58(49,70) Malay(72.4), Colorectum(13.1) 

      Female(100) Lung (11.6) 

      Tutong (100), Lung(13.9), 

 Tutong TSC 796 12.6 58 (45,71) Malay (100), Colorectum(12.3) 

5 Malay     Female (54.5) Breast(11.9) 

 Female     Tutong(50.4), Breast (22.5), 

  HC 861 13.6 53 (43,65) Malay(100), Colorectum(10.8) 

      Female(100) Lung (9.6) 

      Belait(61.0), Lung(18.4), 

 Belait PAM 782 12.4 67 (55,76) Malay(67.9), Colorectum(15.5) 

6 Malay     Male(100) Prostate(10.0) 

 Male     Belait (37.6), Colorectum(16.3), 

  HC 1268 20.0 64(51,74) Malay (55.3), Lung(16.1), 

      Male (100) Prostate(8.7) 

 

DISTINCTLY CHARACTERISED DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES AND PREVALENT 

CANCERS 

 

Table 4 shows the demographic profiles of clusters found using TSC, PAM and HC. By 

comparing the 5-cluster solutions, six distinct clusters are found with above 50% of cases in 

the cluster sharing common anchoring demographic characteristics. The most distinct clusters 

with more than 80% of its patients sharing common anchoring demographic characteristics are 

the Muara-Malay-Female and Muara-Malay-Male. For Muara-Malay-Female, it is the largest 

cluster with top three prevalent cancers breast, cervix and colorectum and median ages from 

51 to 52. The second largest cluster is the Muara-Malay-Male, making up at least 84% of its 

cluster. The three prevalent cancers consistently found are colorectum, lung and prostate with 

median ages of 60 and 61. 

In Muara-Chinese-Female, the prevalent cancers consistently found are breast and 

colorectum. While TSC identified lung as prevalent cancer in the group, PAM and HC 

identified cervix. This is due to the lower percentage of female in TSC cluster than in PAM 

and HC. The median ages found varies from 55 to 60. PAM and HC identified the sixth cluster 

with anchoring demographic characteristics Belait-Malay-Male. 

The Belait-Malay-Female was identified by TSC and PAM, with prevalent cancers 

breast, colorectum and lung. The Tutong-Malay-Female found by TSC and HC identified 

prevalent cancers breast, colorectum and lung. The Tutong-Malay-Female identified by TSC 

and HC determined prevalent cancers breast, colorectum and lung. 

Two algorithms found distinct clusters Belait-Malay-Female, Tutong Malay Female 

and Belait-Malay-Male consistently, creating an additional cluster to the original five clusters. 

These subgroups have consistent prevalent cancer types. 

For Muara-Malay-Female and Muara-Chinese-Female, the prevalent cancers are breast, 

cervix and colorectum while lung was uniquely identified by TSC for the latter group. For 

Belait-Malay-Female and Tutong-Malay-Female, breast colorectum and lung were found to be 

prevalent cancers. Comparing age medians, the Muara-Malay-Female appears to be the 

youngest of the female groups (from 51 to 52) while other groups have medians from 53 to 60. 

For both Malay male groups (Muara-Malay-Male and Belait-Malay-Male), colorectum, lung 

and prostate were prevalent cancers. Muara-Malay-Male has lower median ages 60 and 61 

while Belait-Malay-Male group has higher median ages 64 and 67. The differences in median 

ages of Malay Male and Female from the different districts may suggest Belait-Malay-Males 

and Belait-and-Tutong-Malay-Female are diagnosed at a later age, increase awareness for early 

screening in Belait and Tutong districts is to be strengthened. Further analysis is required to 

confirm this by studying the stages of cancer diagnosed among the groups. 
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Interestingly, Non-Hodgkin lymphoma was not identified as top 3 prevalent cancers in 

the subgroups, despite being ranked fifth while prostate cancer ranked sixth was found 

prevalent in male subgroups. This indicates that the Non-Hodgkin lymphoma cancer is less 

prevalent than the other top ranking cancers amongst patients with the identified demographic 

profiles. 

Although use of descriptive statistics is possible to obtain similar results, all 

combinations of demographic (categorical) conditions will have to be permutated before 

performing the statistics on each characterised subgroups. This becomes particularly 

challenging to study with higher number of categories for each parameter, such as in nations 

with larger number of states/districts and ethnic groups. In Brunei, we will have 9 subgroups 

before considering the age parameter.  Through the use of cluster analysis as initial exploratory 

multivariate data analysis tool, the distinct subgroups and their characteristics are quickly 

determined and the relationship between parameters can be deeply studied. By comparing the 

characteristics of each clusters in terms of the cancer prevalence, we can identify the districts 

where better screening programme as well as other cancer-related programme can be planned 

in, according to the needs of each district. This is particularly important in the nationwide 

hospital services and resource management. 

 

LIMITATIONS 
 

So far, we have provided an exploratory analysis to identify specific demographic subgroups 

and their top three most prevalent cancers, agreeable across at least two different clustering 

algorithms. The cluster analysis conducted did not take into account of the population statistics 

which may have contributed to cluster generation of more populous groups such as the Malays. 

 

FUTURE WORK 
 

Given that there are clusters found that may be not be agreeable among different clustering 

algorithms, consensus clustering is considered. A consensus clustering solution will be part of 

our future study. One to address the high majority of the Malay patient population, we intend 

to apply weight adjustments to the data before applying cluster analysis. In this work, we have 

used Gower distance which takes into account of both continuous and categorical data. As 

future work, we would like to investigate using metric learning techniques, comparing with 

other distance measures such as Jaccard and density-based clustering approaches. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this preliminary work, cluster analysis is demonstrated to identify distinct demographic 

subgroups and their top 3 prevalent cancers. Breast and colorectum cancers were consistently 

found in the female subgroups, but, their median ages differ across subgroups with the Muara-

Malay-Female having lower median ages than the other 3 female subgroups. Similarly for the 

male subgroup identified, the same top three prevalent cancers were identified with the Muara-

Malay-Male having smaller median ages than Belait-Malay-Male. Interestingly, all cancers 

ranked 1 to 7 were identified as one of the top three prevalent cancers in the subgroups except 

ranked 6 Non-Hodgkin lymphoma, suggesting that it is less prevalent to patient with the 

identified distinct demographic profiles. The results from cluster analysis can be used to 

suggest potential improvement areas to current healthcare management strategies.  
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